Balsa Wood Selection
Why Use Balsa?

Balsa wood, which comes from South America, is about the fifth lightest wood in the world and has a very high
strength/weight ratio. Despite the advent of many new modelling materials, it remains a favourite and has now been in use for
some 60 years. It is 'user-friendly' although the wife/mother may complain about the dust!
Types of Balsa Cuts
There are 3 main types of cut, by convention known as 'A', 'B' and 'C', which determine the type of grain and
therefore its stiffness and flexibility.
Unlike most other woods, the annual growth rings hardly show on a balsa log and what we see are the medullary rays which
radiate out from the centre (if looking at the end-grain, do not be misled by circular saw cutting marks).

Identification and use of cuts

'A' Grain
- is flexible along and across the grain; it has thin, straight grain lines along its length. Use for sheeted leading edges, curved
spars, and rolled tubes.
'B' 1 Grain
- is stiffer than 'A' grain, and tends to remain straight and true; it has more diffuse grain lines. Use for straight spars; OK for
sheet tail surfaces and general use.
'C' or Quarter Grain
- very stiff in both directions; has a speckled appearance, sometimes described as mother of pearl chips. Use for ribs and
trailing edges when cut from sheet. OK for fuselage sheet covering.
NB: you will also find 'random cuts' where the type of grain changes across the width of the sheet.
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Balsa Density

Balsa density, and therefore its hardness, varies from 4 - 24 pounds per cubic foot. You can double the weight of
your airframe with injudicious wood selection. While experience helps, the best way to determine density is to weigh each
piece of wood, using a letter scale. I prefer the hand-held type calibrated in grams, where the object to be weighed is held in a
spring clip. This can be used at the point of sale.
By reference to the above table, you can convert the weight found to density. Also included are the conventional
terms used to describe each range of density (you will find plans calling for 'medium hard', etc), and a colour code which is
useful for marking the end of the strips when they have been classified.
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Application for Grades
Ultra Light

Indoor models

Light

Sheet covering ; cowling blocks

Medium Light

Large section leading edges and trailing edges
All sheet tail surfaces

Medium

Spacers; stringers; trailing edges

Medium Hard

Longerons; carved rubber props; auxiliary wing spars

Hard

Main wing spars; small section longerons

Extra Hard

Small section mainspars

- ANY HARDER KEEP FOR THE GARDEN FENCE At the Model Shop
If your local model shop does not have a good selection of wood to choose from or objects to you weighing and
sorting, take your custom elsewhere. The BALSA CABIN will supply wood of the grain and density you require. To save
postage catch them at the major shows. When you ask for, say, quarter grain 1/8th sheet, they will give you a bundle of about
30 pieces to choose from (I have no connection with this firm, but recommend them for balsa, spruce, ply, etc. )
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